Inspiring Conceptual Calendars

It’s on...

new perspectives for new beginnings

c a l e n d a r. c o m . m y

Splash 2023 with inspiring calendar themes unlike any other

D E L U X E S E T S / 15 / 8 S H E E T S

Make the new year ahead a year to open up your mind borders.
Think different, Think creatively. Add a splash of dare, a touch of fun and a
pinch of uncertainty to jazz up the whole year.
Size : 7”H x 9”W
Horizontal Format (15 sheets)

Size : 7”H x 9”W
Horizontal Format (15 sheets)

TYPE 01 12 Insights

TYPE 02 It’s On

Size : 8.5”H x 6.75”W
Vertical Format (15 sheets)

TYPE 03 Live Life

Stay
Inspired

Size : 7.75”H x 8”W
Vertical Format (15 sheets)

Size : 7.75”H x 8”W
Vertical Format (8 sheets)

TYPE 04 GO. The World Awaits

TYPE 05 Reflections & Resolutions

BUDGET SETS / 8 SHEETS

Size : 7.75”H x 8”W
Vertical Format (8 sheets)

TYPE 06 Green Lives Matter

H O R S E R A C I N G / 12 / 6 S H E E T S

Size : 5.65”H x 8”W
Horizontal Format (8 sheets)

TYPE 07 I’mpossible

Size : 7.25”H x 6”W
Vertical Format (8 sheets)

TYPE 08 ByeBye And Hellos

TYPE 09
Classic
Racing Horse (1)
(6 Sheets)
Size : 8”H x 7”W

Classic
Racing Horse (2)
(12 Sheets)
Size : 7.75”H x 6”W

DELUXE SETS

TYPE 01 12 Insights
Horizontal Format I 15 sheets I Size : 7”H x 9”W

JA NUA R Y

F EBRUA R Y
Count Your
Blessings, Not
Your Black Dots
Don’t let small
matters cloud
your judgment
on the bigger
issues.

To Inspire, To Empower, To Enrich. Immerse your thoughts into 12 insights that will
linger beyond the months and days of this calendar. Ponder, reflect and share them

The Danger Of
Presumption
To avoid
embarrassment,
don’t assume
too much nor
take things for
granted before
you get the
full picture.

during the days in each month. Enlighten your path ahead and set sail into 2023 with
renewed confidence. And when December comes, you will be energised to strive into
the new year ahead.

M A RCH

A P RIL
Friends Can

Society’s Blindnes

Be Foes And
Vice Versa
Someone who
gives you shit
may not be your
enemy. Someone
who gets you
out of shit may
not be your friend.

Is Its Inability
To See Beyond
Disabilities
“There is no
greater disability
in society, than the
inability to see a
person as more.”

M AY

~ Robert M. Hensel

JUNE
Don’t Let Anger
Leave Unerasable
Scars
Don’t let what you
say in anger
leave scars,
because those
scars cannot be
erased by sorry.

JULY

A Portrait
Of Strengths
Take a different
perspective to
acknowledge
strengths rather
than highlight
weaknesses.

AUGUS T
Obstacles Are
Pathways To
Opportunities
Life’s ups and
downs are lessons
to guide us
forward with
foresight.

SEP T EMBER

Avoid Scams
With Presence
Of Mind
Be cautious
when things
seem too good
to be true.

OC TOBER
Shake Off Life
Difficulties
When your life is
down and dirt
is shovelled on you,
don’t give up,
just shake off the
dirt and step on
it to rise up!

Space for your corporate logo, slogan and details
0.6” (H) x 8” (W)
The most cost-effective way of projecting your corporate image 365 days of the year
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NO V EMBER

The Power
Of Silence
Adopt the art
of listening
as a virtue to
free and focus
your mind.

DECEMBER
Always Get
The Full
Picture First
When in doubt,
seek more
information and
not pre-judge
a conclusion.

Only Time Will
Value Love
It takes patience
and understanding
to truly build a
relationship.
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DELUXE SETS

TYPE 02 It’s On
Horizontal Format I 15 sheets I Size : 7”H x 9”W

JA NUA R Y

F EBRUA R Y
Don’t be afraid
to start over.
This time
you’re not
starting from
scratch, you’re
starting from
experience.

Make the new year ahead a year to open up your mind borders.
Think different, Think creatively. Add a splash of dare,

Everyone has
one’s own path.
It’s okay to
slow down.
Enjoy the simple
pleasures in life.

a touch of fun and a pinch of uncertainty to jazz up the whole year.
Take a cue from the thoughts in this calendar pages and
be inspired to uncover more.

M A RCH

A P RIL
Always remember

Whatever you

that your present
situation is not
your final
destination.
The best is yet
to come.

are thinking,
think big.

M AY

JUNE
Accept both
compliments
and criticism.
It takes both
sun and rain
for a flower
to grow.

JULY

Life is about
change.
Sometimes it’s
painful.
Sometimes it’s
beautiful.
But most of the
time, It’s both.

AUGUS T
Don’t be

No one is perfect...
that’s why pencils
have erasers.

disappointed if
people refuse to
help you. Remember
the words of Albert
Einstein. “I am
thankful to all those
who said NO.
Because of them,
I did it myself”.

SEP T EMBER

Space for your corporate logo, slogan and details
0.6” (H) x 8” (W)
The most cost-effective way of projecting your corporate image 365 days of the year
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OC TOBER
Not all

Simplicity is the

storms come
to disrupt
your life.
Some come
to clear
your path.

keynote of true
elegance.

NO V EMBER

DECEMBER
Nothing is
permanent in this
wicked world. Not
even our troubles.
Imagination means
nothing without
doing. Day without
laughter is a day
wasted.

I CAN
I WILL
End Of Story
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DELUXE SETS

TYPE 03 Live Life
Vertical Format I 15 sheets I Size : 8.5”H x 6.75”W

JA NUA R Y

F EBRUA R Y

M A RCH

Every morning, you have a new opportunity to become a
happier version of yourself.

Pressure creates diamonds. Fire refines gold. The next time
you feel slightly uncomfortable with the pressure in your life,
remember no pressure, no diamonds. Pressure is a part of
success.

Missing The hardest thing is not talking to someone you used
to talk to everyday.

A P RIL

M AY

JUNE

You are stronger than you think.

Stay sugarless because you are already sweet enough.

Balance is not something you find, it’s something you create.

JULY

AUGUS T

SEP T EMBER

Your wings already exist, all you have to do is fly.

Choose Well, Buy Less.

Life is like an ice cream, enjoy before it melts.

OC TOBER

NO V EMBER

DECEMBER

If life is a journey, where do we begin?
Let’s all reset our path in 2023 and raise our heads high in a collective
spirit to make our lives better in the months ahead. Let the inspiring
messages in this calendar be your guiding light to live life to the fullest.
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
Brighten up your journey in life with this calendar !
Exquisite designer-style rendition with interesting and intricate die-cut
cover and a spread of brilliant colours on every inside page.

with
Space for your corporate logo, slogan and details
0.95” (H) x 5.75” (W)
The most cost-effective way of projecting your corporate image 365 days of the year

2

ENERGY = MILK x COFFEE Be productive with your energy.
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Do small things with great love.

Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you
everywhere.
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DELUXE SETS

TYPE 04 GO. The World Awaits
Vertical Format I 15 sheets I Size : 7.75”H x 8”W

JA NUA R Y

F EBRUA R Y

M A RCH

Once a year, go some place you’ve never been before.
Copenhagen, Denmark. A picturesque summertime sojourn
along the banks of the Nyhavn canal lined with an interesting
façade of colourful ‘blocks’ of old residentials.

Sometimes, a break from your routine is the very thing you
need.
Ba Na Hill, Danang, Vietnam. Fascinating art in the sky. A view
of the Golden Bridge being lifted by two giant hands in this
famous mountain tourist resort.

The world is a book. And those who do not travel read only
a page.
Nice, France. A line of small street cafes will always greet you
for a cuppa in this wonderful town in the historic city of Nice.

A P RIL

M AY

JUNE

What we all want in life: To travel, fall in love, and be happy.
Cracow, Poland. Take a romantic summer ride on horse driven
carriages at the main square for a feel of royalty.

Travel - Explore. Embrace. Learn. Live.
Dubai. A magnificent skyline of highways and high rise in this
beautiful modern city of international fame and fortune.

I want to see the world with my own eyes.
Ratchaburi Province, Thailand. Right on the train tracks for a
selfie as the railway tract vendors hurriedly remove their trade
within seconds before the train choo-choo on.

JULY

AUGUS T

SEP T EMBER

Travel is the ultimate inspiration.
Seoul, South Korea. The hustle and bustle at the local
Gwangjang market. Find a seat for its famous delicacies of
kimbap,tteokbokki, bibimbap, and kimchi.

Don’t listen to what they say. Go see.
Amsterdam, Holland. Enjoy the sunset in this vibrant yet
subtle city as it bursts into life in the most unexpected places.

Adventures are the best way to learn.
Safari, Africa. Don’t hide and miss the rustic and raw power of
Nature while basking in the fields and grounds of fascinating
Africa.

OC TOBER

NO V EMBER

DECEMBER

If given the chance to travel, always take it.
Lviv, Ukraine. In living memory of the calm and cool fountain
at the centre of the market square in this once wonderful and
historic city of Lviv.

Learn to travel. Travel to learn.
Valdobbiadene, Italy. A summerday of joys and cheers at the
famous “Osteria Senza Oste”, a bar without host, in the heart
of Prosecco Hills, a UNESCO World Heritage site.

The best education have ever received was through travel.
Sydney, Australia. Another view of one of the most
photographed spot on earth. The Sydney Opera House and
the embankment area where people and activities come alive
during weekends.

Pack your bags and be ready to go!
Fulfil your urge to go where your heart desires. Options are aplenty.
Expectations are unlimited. Get on a plane, get on a train or
sail across the oceans. Whichever destination your compass points
take time to reflect on what a beautiful world we live in.

Space for your corporate logo, slogan and details
0.6” (H) x 6.5” (W)
The most cost-effective way of projecting your corporate image 365 days of the year

Inside sheets 0.6mm smaller than the Yellow or Black Hard Stand.
A design that brings out the uniqueness & enhance the overall calendar.
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DELUXE SETS

TYPE 05 Reflections & Resolutions
Vertical Format I 8 sheets I Size : 7.75”H x 8”W

JA NUA R Y

F EBRUA R Y

M A RCH

A P RIL

An Open Mind Is...
simplicity.
There is beauty in simplicity

Feeling Awesome Is...
laugh as often as you can.
Let go of what you can’t change

Happiness Is...
ME time.
Be you. Do you. For you.

Going Solo Is...
being different.
No one is you, and that is your
superpower

M AY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUS T

A Bright Day Is...
to bring your own sunshine.
Today is another chance to get better

Comfort Zone Is...
hugging my mom.
Happiness is a mother’s hug

Freedom Is...
when you leave your phone at
home and then realize that you can
actually survive without it.
Offline is the new luxury

Being Gig Is...
not having to set the alarm
for the next day.
Through self-discipline comes
freedom

SEP T EMBER

OC TOBER

NO V EMBER

DECEMBER

School Photos Are...
memories that make you
laugh out loud.
Bring smile on a tough day

Resilience Is...
accepting and understanding the
ups and downs in life.
The struggle is part of the journey

Enjoying The Present is...
living the moment.
Time is fast. No replay. No rewind.

Enjoying Life Is...
staying forever young.
Live your life and forget your age

Let the past be of value to the future with lessons that can shape new resolutions.
Be inspired by optimism. Be lifted with positivity. Be happy it’s a new day.
Fill the next twelve months of your life with thoughts of wellness and actions of selflessness.
Let’s put a shine into your self and share it with others.
It makes waking up the next morning something to look forward to.

Space for your corporate logo, slogan and details
0.6” (H) x 6.5” (W)
The most cost-effective way of projecting your corporate image 365 days of the year

Inside sheets 0.6mm smaller than the Yellow or Black Hard Stand.
A design that brings out the uniqueness & enhance the overall calendar.
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DELUXE SETS

TYPE 06 Green Lives Matter
Vertical Format I 8 sheets I Size : 7.75”H x 8”W

JA NUA R Y

F EBRUA R Y

M A RCH

A P RIL

M AY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUS T

When was the last time you put thought on how you affect the very nature of our Mother Earth?
The things you buy, use, consume or throw.
The things you don’t do matters too.
Make 2023 the year of change.
A change to re-set the way we treat this planet.
Because it could be a matter of life.

S AV E T H E E A R T H

TURN OFF
THE LIGHT
ON YOUR WAY OUT

SEP T EMBER

OC TOBER

NO V EMBER

DECEMBER

Space for your corporate logo, slogan and details
0.6” (H) x 7” (W)
The most cost-effective way of projecting your corporate image 365 days of the year
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BUDGET SETS

TYPE 07 I’mpossible
Horizontal Format I 8 sheets I Size : 5.65”H x 8”W

JA NUA R Y

F EBRUA R Y

M A RCH

A P RIL

Nothing is Impossible, the word itself says
I’m possible!

When you focus on problems, you will
have more problems. When you focus
on possibilities, you will have more
opportunities.

The only way to achieve the impossible is to
believe it is possible.

Success does not consist in never making
mistakes but in never making the same one
a second time.

M AY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUS T

Beautiful things happen. When you distance
yourself from negativity.

Start by doing what’s necessary; then do
what’s possible; and suddenly you are doing
the impossible.

If they say “It’s impossible”. Remember that
it’s impossible for them; not for you.

Anything is possible, just takes a little
longer.

SEP T EMBER

OC TOBER

NO V EMBER

DECEMBER

You can’t calm the storm. So stop trying.
What you can do is calm yourself. The storm
will pass.

It’s a new week. It’s a new day. Means new
possibilities.

If the plan doesn’t work, change the plan,
but never the goal.

When nothing is sure, everything is possible.

Make 2023 your year of possibilities. Welcome and usher a brand-new year with a concerted effort to make things
possible for yourself and others. Take the next twelve months and 365 days to aim higher, reach out further and
make dreams come true. Find the will to think positively and act confidently. Be like the legendary Audrey Hepburn,
trained as a dental assistant, worked with the Dutch WW2 Underground, performed in concerts for UNICEF,
starred in My Fairlady and won an Oscar along the way. I’mpossible is a proud commemoration to mark the 30th
anniversary of her passing. Go on, bring out the best in yourself and achieve new possibilities throughout 2023.

D E C 2 2

F E B 2 3

Space for your corporate logo, slogan and details
0.55” (H) x 7” (W)
The most cost-effective way of projecting your corporate image 365 days of the year

Audrey Hepburn

She was an Oscar winner and star of My Fairlady
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BUDGET SETS

TYPE 08 ByeBye And Hellos
Vertical Format I 8 sheets I Size : 7.25”H x 6”W

JA NUA R Y

F EBRUA R Y

M A RCH

A P RIL

M AY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUS T

SEP T EMBER

OC TOBER

NO V EMBER

DECEMBER

Let go of yesterday, grab hold of tomorrow.
Time is a tide that waits for no man.
Reset your mind and reboot your plans and be ready for the
next wave of inspiration in the year ahead.
So, go on, say bye-bye to the old and welcome the new with a big hello.

Space for your corporate logo, slogan and details
0.95” (H) x 5” (W)
The most cost-effective way of projecting your corporate image 365 days of the year
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WALL CALENDARS

SPECIAL PRINT REQUEST

With slide date indicator.
Federal / Public holidays marked in red for every month.

More Exposure, Greater Publicity
Five attractive pictures to choose from. Size : 26”(H) x 11.5”(W).
Optional, if you wish to feature your own pictures (e.g. products) on this wall calendar, contact us for more details.

Picture

You can apply our design format and pictures, or you can specify / replace them
with your format and pictures affordably.

How To Go About It
• Request a quotation. State the type and specifications
of calendar you are interested in.
(e.g format, sheets, colour options, etc...)
• Upon quotation confirmation please provide us with your
selection of pictures together with picture captions or
descriptions. Your pictures could range from products,
location facilities, personnel, etc.

1 - Save The Earth
Picture

2-

Make Today
Amazing

• Upon confirmation of final artwork, we will provide you with a
colour proof sample for approval before we proceed to printing.

Here are some examples done for our many SME clients.
There are many more but unfortunately we can’t display them all.

ENB-PP
Picture

3-

Size : 8.5” (H) x 6.25” (W)
Transparent PP Sheet with Diagonal Lines Front / Back Covers

Customised Cover Diary. High end finishing that projects your corporate image.
Customers can have their company’s product or their own design on the front / back cover.

Have A
Good Day

Picture

4-

Energize
Your Life

MyNot e

Picture

5-

Get Set,
Ready, Go!

Size : 8.5” (H) x 6.25” (W)
Art Card with Matt Lamination

BIG ON IMAGE
SMALL ON MINIMUM
ORDER
Exclusive design customised
to your corporate needs
• Start with just 30 units order
• Cover and inserts about
your company
• High-quality thick cover with
matt / gloss finishing
• Assured speedy delivery

MyNote is the perfect one for you !
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DIARIES & PLANNERS

Quality Management
Diary (01QMD)
Text Size 10.5” x 7.5”
Text
Printed in 2 Colours
Cover
Quality PVC
comes with 2 gold corners
Colour
Black, Blue, Maroon

Desk Diary

Personal Note Book

Text Size
Text
Cover
Colour

Text Size
Text
Cover
Colour

(01DD)
7.25” x 5”
Printed in 1 Colour
Standard PVC
Black, Blue

••

•••

(03PN)
147mm x 210mm
Printed in 2 Colours
Quality PVC
Black, Blue, Maroon

•••

Personal Note Book
Foam Sheet (03PNFS)
Text Size
Text
Cover
Colour

147mm x 210mm
Printed in 2 Colours
Foam Sheet
Black, Blue, Maroon

A5 Portfolio Diary

Executive Note Book

Executive Portfolio Diary

Cover Size
Binding
Page Layout

Cover Size
Binding
Page Layout

Cover Size
Binding
Page Layout

•••

W1015 / 1015
8.6” x 6.9”
Wire-O
• Week to view format
• With plastic
name card holder
• Monthly index card with
multi colour mylar tab

W1015 & W1003 (Leatherette Cover)

Black

Blue

1015 PU17 (Thermo PU Leather)

Maroon

Black

1015 PU16 (Thermo PU Leather)

Mini Note Book

Executive Planner

Table Top Planner

Text Size
Text
Cover
Colour

Cover Material
Cover Size
Page Layout
Colour

Cover Material
Size
Page Layout
Colour

(03MNB)
103mm x 152mm
Printed in 2 Colours
Quality PVC
Black, Blue, Maroon

•••

Quality PVC
11.5” x 8.5”
Printed in 2 Colours
Black, Blue, Red

•••

Executive
Log (03EL)

Standard PVC
14” x 20.25”
Printed in 2 Colours
Black, Dark Blue,
White, Maroon

Grey

Blue

W1003 / 1003
8.75” x 6.25”
Wire-O
• With yearly & monthly
planner section
• Notes pages

Blue

W1012
10” x 7.5”
Wire-O
• Week to view format
• Pull out year planner
• With plastic name card holder
• Monthly index card with
multi colour mylar tab

W1012 (Leatherette Cover)

Brown

Black

Blue

Maroon

1015 PU12 (Thermo PU Leather)

Maroon

Turquoise

W1015 & W1003 PU Band (Thermo PU Leather)

Black

Blue

Red

Turquoise

Orange

W1015 & W1003 PU Weave (Thermo PU Leather)

Agenda Planner
Text Size
Text
Divider
Binding

Text Size
140mm x 213mm

03AP
8.25” x 6”
Printed in 2 Colours
12 month divider and notes page
Wire-O

Black

Dark Blue

Red

Sky Blue

Black

Blue

Red

Dark Blue

Brown

Grey

Brown

Gold

W1015 & W1003 PU Infinity (Thermo PU Leather)

Text
Printed in
2 Colours
Cover (A) Thermo PU Cedar

Cover (A) Thermo PU Dahlia (6 Ring)

Brown

Cover (B) Thermo PU Amber (6 Ring)

Army Green

Purple

Turquoise
Black

Blue

3 Tone PU Series

Black

Blue

Turquoise

Cover (B) Thermo PU Jasmin

Brown

Blue

Green

Cover (C) Thermo PU Clover

Black

Blue

Red

Brown

Cover (C) Thermo PU Palmer

Grey
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Blue

Black

Blue

Turquoise

Grey

Cover (E) Thermo PU Luna

Green

Black

Blue

Silver

Cambric PU Series

Cover (D) Thermo PU Indigo

Executive Note Book

Blue

Light Blue

Turquoise

Blue

Grey

Red

Red

Blue

Turquoise

Green

HC4013C
Cover Size
155mm x 216mm
Binding
Thread sewn
Page Layout • With yearly
& monthly
planner section
• Cream paper
• Note Page

Brown

Grey

Blue

Green

SP PU Series

Black

Pink

Manganese
Blue

Silver

Blue

Red

Dark Blue

Brown

Gold

Brown

Infinity PU Series

Blue

Red

Denim Blue

Light Brown

Pantone PU Series (Print on 157gsm Art Paper, wrap with 1000gsm Chipboard)

Turquoise

Black

Grey

Marble Blue

Royal Blue

Light Purple
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Sinar Date Master Sdn Bhd (184234-K)

T

: (603) 7729 6958 / (012) 335 2725

44A, 2nd Floor, Jalan SS21/58, Damansara Utama,

F

: (603) 7729 7511

47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor D.E., Malaysia.

E

: sinardatemaster@yahoo.com
sinardatemastersdnbhd@gmail.com

DISCLAIMER No part of this brochure may be reproduced in any form, or by any means, graphic, electronic or mechanical or any manipulation of whole images or portion of images take place
without the prior written permission of the copyright owner and publisher. While great care is taken in compiling the information in this brochure, we cannot accept responsibilty for any / errors
/ omissions that may have inadvertently crept in. We reserved the right to replace certain photos / pictures / verses from our calendar range. All company logos and addresses shown in this
catalogue are visuals only. Any resemblance are just coincidental.

